WORKSHOP SUMMARY
TO:

Lisamarie Carrubba (NOAA); Marlon Hibbert (NOAA); JP Oriol (DPNR CZM); Barry
Devine (IGLA); Doug White (IGLA); Tracy Roberts (Springline); Gary Ray (Virgin
Forest Nursery); Theresa Sanders (VIEO); Mike de Haas (Springline); Leonard
Farrante (DPNR DBP); Ben Keularts (DPNR DEP); Nadine Noorhasan (VIWMA);
Sean Krigger (VISHPO); Michael Bornn (Montessori School); Robert Moron
(Magen’s Bay Authority); Elissa Runyon (VI Appraisal Board); and Sarah Haynes
(IGLA)

FROM:

Anne Kitchell

DATE:

July 1, 2014

RE:

Summary of USVI Green Building Seminars, St. Thomas

This memorandum provides a brief summary of the USVI Green Building seminar at the Sugar
Bay Resort on June 10; field trips to three sites on the east end/Smith Bay on June 11; and an
appraisers’ forum held at the Department of Licensing on St. Thomas on June 11, 2014. The
purpose of the effort was to: 1) continue a series of workshops on green design and
construction in the USVI sponsored by NOAA, DPNR, and the Island Green Living Association
(IGLA); 2) increase exposure for IGLA as a local technical resource; 3) showcase local green
building examples; and 4) distribute educational materials related to designing, building, and
living green in the USVI. In addition, a core group of local appraisers and realtors was
convened to identify procedures for valuing green design and construction in the real estate
market. This effort completes the NOAA funded Our Islands Our Future series of green building
workshops targeting designers, implementers, agencies, and homeowners in the U.S. Virgin
Islands.
A summary of each of the three events is provided below. Attachment A includes copies of
agendas and handout materials from the St. Thomas activities. Attachment B includes
evaluation forms and final participant lists.

June 10th Green Building Seminar
A one-day classroom-style workshop was held at Sugar Bay Resort targeting a broad audience.
Over 40 participants representing primarily the building sector and local government were
present, as well as representatives of the banking community. Sessions included presentations
by local experts including:
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•

An overview by local architect, Doug White, of what makes a building “green” and what
the Island Green Living Association is all about;

•

A case study by Mike de Haas and Tracy Roberts of Springline Architects (presented by
Tracy) on the actual cost of going green vs. conventional construction for their new
office building (http://stjohnsource.com/content/news/localnews/2013/12/12/springline-architects-office-building-wins-leed-platinum-certific);

•

A discussion by Dr. Gary Ray on the benefits of green landscaping practices, including
the use of native species;

•

A technical discussion by Theresa Sanders, Senior Energy Engineer with VIEO, on the
efficiency of building envelopes and options for retrofitting local structures in the USVI
to reduce heat transfer;

•

Insights by DPNR-Division of Building Permits electrical inspector, Lenny Farrante, on PV
installations gone awry and other electrical issues that affect energy efficiency;

•

Tips for managing runoff on your site, especially during construction, by Benjamin
Keularts from DPNR-Division of Environmental Protection;

•

Guidance by Dr. Nadine Noorhasan, VIWMA Compliance Manager, for the minimization
and proper disposal of construction waste on St. Thomas; and

•

An opportunity led by Sean Krigger to make suggestions on “green” alternatives for an
actual building renovation by the State Historic Preservation Office.

Each participant was provided with IGLA’s residential green construction checklist and a folder
with an agenda, evaluation form, IGLA incentive form, Springline Architects cost summary
handout, TPDES permit handout, and the Our Islands Our Future green building educational
DVD, as well as instructions for use of the DVD. The DVD materials include modules
(slideshows), videos, and field guides. Spanish versions of the checklist and field guides were
also made available as were copies of the public service announcements produced by IGLA for
this project.

th

Participants at the June 10 Green Building seminar.
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Comments and discussion points raised during the seminar are summarized in Tables 1-3.
Table 2 summarizes ideas generated in response to VIWMA’s question about how to improve
networking/communication between contractors as a way to recycle and reuse construction
waste.
Table 3 summarizes the ideas from the SHPO brainstorming session. Each group was provided
a 24”x36” plan set of the existing conditions and proposed demolition plan, proposed roof
plan, and proposed floor plan. In the interest of time, groups were asked to focus their
discussion on one of three areas: Energy, Water, and Demolition/Reuse. Ideas were also
generated for this project during the workshop held previously on St. Croix. The St. Croix ideas
are detailed in the report from that workshop.
Table 1. Comment Summary
Session
Questions and Comments
• Gary asked Doug about how to keep water moving in treatment wetland because of
potential changes in decomposition due to water movement. Doug stated that from
septic tank water overflows into treatment wetland with no maintenance. Great for
building as terraces on sloping sites.
• Gary noted that he thinks the trend in villas is going the opposite way in terms of
getting bigger. Could spend money on certified lumber and other green components
Doug White’s
with high-end look, but smaller footprint, but that doesn’t appear to be what’s
presentation on
happening.
Green Building and
• Doug noted that IGLA also has Green Villa Certification Program although it’s more
Design Elements
about maintenance as part of property management. Doug also noted that this is also
about educating people about living in adequately sized spaces.
• Susan commented that reason there was idea that VI soils weren’t good enough for
septic was because pits were too deep to get the evapotranspiration. Conventional
approach puts drainages too deep for evapotranspiration to work which gives the
impression that standard systems don’t work.
• Susan asked about insulated concrete form structures. Tracy said before it didn’t
make financial sense to use these but now due to 2012 Energy Code, it makes sense.
• PV—new technology or changes in technology that could affect their installation.
Tracy answered that they would have to remove them and start again.
• Wind rating for PV—Tracy noted that it is only as good as the top coat used.
• Geothermal—Tracy noted that the variable refrigerant flow unit doesn’t use
Tracy Roberts’s
geothermal. She also said that she thinks the Senate just signed something to bring a
presentation on how
company to study geothermal.
much green ($) to go • Ace Hardware asked about construction. Tracy noted that they used PGT impact
green
windows, poured-in-place concrete, wood roof.
• Gary asked about lack of landscaping and recommended creation of buffer of native
trees, palms and shrubs away from building to curb radiation coming at building. Also
asked about maintenance of retaining basin – putting in ecosystem in terms of plants
is good, but also have to manage for non-native fauna like Cuban tree frogs, toads,
and coquis. Tracy noted there are largely no windows on west side and the trees are
growing up. They don’t have plantings in stormwater basin and it is largely dry.
• Question about cutting down fruit trees in project. Gary noted that these aren’t
native plants, but can be incorporated in landscaping.
Gary Ray’s
• Anne asked about how to get native plants. Problem with confusion or “same” plants
presentation on
from Florida being used and brought in to VI. These haven’t been cleaned and are
native landscaping
bringing pests that are affecting the native species. VI needs regulations and
restrictions related to importing vegetation.
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Session
•

•

Theresa Sanders on
building envelopes

•
•
•
•
•

Lenny Farrante’s
presentation on
electrical installations
•

•
•
•
Nadine Noorhasan’s
presentation on
minimization and
proper disposal of
waste

•

•
Ben Keularts’s
presentation on
managing runoff

•
•

Questions and Comments
Question about using plants like limestone grass now that there is hydroseeding
rather than seeds currently noted in regulations that aren’t from here. Gary noted
that the trouble is finding seed, but are trying to get it into hydromix. Problem with
limestone grass is that they have specific soil requirements.
Question about turpentine trees and how to establish them. Gary noted that
turpentine trees can be grown from cuttings. Can also use “local” fruit trees that can
include trees that aren’t native but don’t affect native species because they aren’t
invasive – can use ironwood and guavaberry, for example.
Gary noted that they should come up with list of plants that threaten cisterns due to
roots that shouldn’t be planted in certain portions of the property.
Question about fluctuations. Lenny responded that utility lines are connected
throughout VI. Another person noted that line management is easier if you have
various sources of power.
st
nd
Question about penalties. Lenny noted that people get warnings for 1 and 2
rd
violations then they are fined on 3 violation.
Question about creating a net licensing board. Some others noted that there would
be an issue with people not wanting to be on any such board for political reasons.
Susan asked where he inspects and he said largely St. Croix, but Kasim Dewitt is the
person in St. Thomas/St. John who is his counterpart. Lenny noted that, after a long,
hard battle on St. Croix to get net metering working and make sure people did things
to code, metering stopped even though they had achieved a balance with DPNR and
businesses. There was discussion of a new bill that may stop net metering everywhere
due to WAPA concerns about any sort of connections into their system.
Pedro asked about power supply in DPNR offices because it doesn’t look like it
reaches 120 and they have to replace battery backups regularly. Lenny noted that
they would have to put in line conditioners and other devices, but really need an
energy audit to see what room conditioning and everything else is (also really good to
reduce issues first and then properly size your PV system).
Question about being off grid. Lenny noted that battery backups exist and are getting
better. If something happens today, may not hit code for another 2 or 3 cycles.
Gary asked why sodium lamps are still being installed outside in VI. Lenny noted that
LEDs don’t attract insects. (can this be verified?)
Questions about batteries and another person asked about E-waste. Nadine noted
that businesses can use VI Regulated Waste to collect hazardous waste. Mendez
Recycling will also take batteries. Importers of batteries are responsible for returning
them and ensuring appropriate disposal. Businesses can get VIWMA permit for Ewaste on one-on-one basis. Solid Waste Program of DEP also has permits for holding
waste beyond certain volume, including E-waste, batteries, etc.
Question about permit requirements for residents doing their own work. Nadine
notes that residents who do their own work and need to haul construction waste to
landfill don’t need permit.
Susan recommended check dams and other things that slow the power of water
coming downhill.
Ben recommended using NOAA data for hydraulic and hydrologic resources. Anne
noted that Horsley Witten has added 40 years of rain data and stormwater analysis
for updated VI handbook.
Gary noted that he is working on 2 types of sedges that can be used in porous pavers.
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Table 2. Feedback for VIWMA on material reuse
Suggestions for Contractor Networking
• Facebook and other social media to post, websites, billboards near landfills in St. Croix and St. Thomas where
people drop off waste
• Housing and Finance Authority is semi-autonomous and they can tell VIWMA contractors they use
• Bevan Smith may also be able to assist with information from DBP
• Contractors over-estimate and over-purchase so need to educate clients about checking amounts of materials
• Suggest putting quantity estimates on plans for some things
• Mark Lichtenstein with VI Recycling could help
• VIWMA gets to contractors through site inspection and permit process
• Architects can add into specs the issue of permit for solid waste disposal to help in educating contractors and
requirements for disposal of construction waste
• More transfer stations on each island or decentralized areas for materials that can be reused

Table 3. Group Brainstorm on Options for Incorporating Green Features in VISHPO Project
Group
Suggestions
• Look at lighting first and recommend energy efficient, use either solar tubes or skylights
to reduce standard lighting; shorter height interior non-load being walls of light
filtering materials or glass partitions.
• For electrical, try to get rid of phantom loads using dedicated circuits to be turned off
after hours, including dedicated circuits for computers, backup batteries, etc.
• For A/C, use variable speed, look into geothermal to see if it’s possible possibly using
Energy Group
existing cistern to dump excess heat from system, cool water, or recycle refrigerant
through it (need to study this).
• Considered green roof but decided it would be too much maintenance.
• Suggested going to park next door and looking at removing exotics, prune large
branches to protect building, replant with low-growing natives to get more shade
• Use existing cistern to retain water then send spillover to planter that will run along
terrace and eventually to road to direct water out of site.
Water:
• Didn’t think they needed storage in roof area.
• Bottom of planter solid then 8” of soil. Use bottom part of planter as solid barrier to
protect adjacent property. Could also be terraced planter.
• reuse glass to make mosaic on ground at entrance or other decoration.
• Reuse of historic hardware/ doors that could still work inside.
• Reuse of wall siding, exterior shingles that probably can’t be reused on exterior as they
probably can’t be waterproofed. Recommend transferring outside wall to inside of
building to reflect what was historic character of building. This could work well with
the glass partition idea of the energy group. Could also incorporate reuse of shingles.
• Notes on plans are very good, but suggest that for things that can’t be reused, it be
specified that these be recycled and where.
Demolition and
• Sheet metal roof over exterior terrace.
Reuse
• Tracy found it odd that plan has people going in under cover then go out into open
then inside again so suggested improving roofing. Put older roof back on as decoration
over new waterproofed roof. Suggest continuing wall for janitor storage. Bring back
wall in corner into vertical cistern so you could collect water from roof of new addition.
• Brick paver area should be on concrete slab with pavers according to plan, but Zach
noted slab as proposed isn’t reinforcement it’s just shrinkage control so need to better
design and strengthen slab. Reuse historic bricks in brick pavers as trail or design but,
as Tracy noted, have to be sure this is ADA compliant.
• Make sure back well stays and vertical cistern, etc. are tied in. Plans show roof and
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Group
•

Suggestions
gutters but plans need to also show the slopes and where to run gutters and slopes to
collect water.
Put PV on back as long as site behind is okay and there aren’t any big trees. Sean
noted that he believes the back property will be developed so can’t rely on solar.

June 11th Field Trip
This half-day field trip involved evaluating green building features at three sites: The
Montessori School, Springline Architects’s Office, and the Lindquist Beach Parking and Other
Amenity upgrade/construction site. Participants met at the National Parks Pier parking lot and
were transported by safari to each location. A summary of teaching points from each site is
provided below.
Montessori School
Michael Bornn, head of the school, led the tour and started with a general overview of the
300+ student program and provided a brochure with map showing the primary features of the
school improvement plan with an emphasis on alternative energy, recycling, water
management, and building design that takes advantage of natural ventilation. Some of the key
features (Figure 2) observed and discussed on the site visit included:
•

Solar awning over the outdoor “gym”—shaded, rain protected location for sports and
gatherings; open sided so naturally ventilated and no air-conditioning requirement,
which is a huge cost savings; steel framed structure designed for hurricanes and
earthquake; vertical cisterns used to collect rooftop runoff.

•

14 separate solar installations; been testing various panel types and weighing the
cost/benefit of micro-inverters. They were one of the first major installations in the
island and before adding buildings, were able to generate 100% of the needed electricity.
Are 40 kW shy, but will be adding 60kW. Michael recommends avoiding Chinese
manufactured panels.

•

New buildings designed with flush roofs and windows at top and bottom of rooms to
increase natural ventilation; replaced four13 SEER AC units with 8 21 SEER units with and
improved efficiency;

•

100,000 gallon cistern added on to where revetment wall was constructed (saved 40% of
cost); collects stormwater runoff from offsite neighborhood roads as well as upper part of
property; water used to irrigate soccer field (which takes 25,000 gallons every time they
turn on the sprinklers); custom-made inlet grates in parking lot convey runoff into cistern;
water bill has gone down from $10,000/yr to $1-2k.

•

Every building has a cistern

•

Retention basin captures runoff from a large portion of the site and has a high infiltration
rate, which helps recharge the school’s well and prevents sedimentation of red hook bay;

•

Reuse of asphalt from airport for the new entrance and upper parking lot; Michael claims
it is relatively porous since not sealed/tarred;
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•

Property is within Tree Boa habitat so hand-clearing, corridors, and other protective
measures are required;

•

School had first aluminum recycling program in the USVI and is sadly, still one of the top
recyclers in the USVI; recycled tires used for playground revetment; and

•

Tree pit in front parking lot; rest of front parking still drains off site, however
opportunities exist to retrofit with vegetated swale or linear rain gardens.

Springline Architects’s Office
Tracy Roberts led the group on a tour of the LEED-platinum-certified office building. She
pointed out some of the features (Figure 3) discussed the day before and answered questions
the group had on some of the following topics:
•

Outdoor bike rack and losing LEED points because no sidewalk to Redhook;

•

Decisions on landscape plantings and sod;

•

Interception and re-direction of off-site road runoff; existing detention basin and plans
for joint stormwater management with adjacent property owners;

•

Decisions on AC unit and individual office heating/air conditioning and lighting controls;

•

Windows and lighting in conference room; issues with LED fixtures being too expensive;

•

Downstairs floor plan and material reuse;

•

Water conserving and energy star appliances, etc.
•

Selection and installation of PV membrane system on roof and maintenance; discussion
on battery replacement issues due to fluctuations in WAPA power.

Lindquist Beach/Smith Bay parking renovation
Robert Moron of the Magen’s Bay Authority met the group at the entrance to Lindquist
Beach/Smith Bay where parking lot and amenity renovations and new features are under
construction (Figure 4a-b). Key discussions points included:
•

Perimeter silt fence installations around parking lots; wire backed fencing; using 6-inch
line demarcation as a quick visual indicator of proper trenching/backfill;

•

Potential use of straw wattles called for on plans;

•

Stabilized gravel construction entrance with tire wash and associated basin;

•

Covered stockpiles;

•

Permeable paving (recycled plastic) to be filled with pea stone/gravel for parking areas
and lower drop off roads near beach;

•

Advantageous tree species to be planted in landscaped parking islands;

•

Steep fill slope on eastern parking lot may require more than erosion control matting to
ensure stability;

•

Wastewater system and tree protection effort caused rethinking of bathhouse;

•

Buildings setback further from the beach; and

•

Tree Boa habitat required hand clearing and preservation of corridors.
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Figure 2. Some key green building features observed at Montessori School
Solar awning over open-aired gym was one of first large PV
installations
in the USVI.
Recommendations
included:
•

Phased clearing and

New buildings have flush roofs and windows at the top and
bottom of each classroom.
Cistern installed below upper parking lot, which is made
from reused asphalt from airport.

Gravity fed cistern water used to irrigate soccer field.

Retention basin on top of permeable soils provides for 100%
infiltration which recharges groundwater.

Tree Boa habitat requires special land clearing and corridor
protection considerations.
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Figure 3. Green Building and Design Elements Observed at Springline Architects Office Building
Bike rack, windows, and building orientation.

Landscaping.

On-site wastewater system.

Selection, installation, and maintenance of PV membranes.

Taking advantage of ambient lighting.
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Figure 4a. Erosion and sediment control measures discussed at Smith Bay
Exposed soils at new location of parking lot are not protected
from erosion, but rely on perimeter silt fence to prevent
sedimentation off-site

Perimeter silt fence used to prevent sedimentation offsite. Steep slopes may require erosion control blankets
and seeding to stabilize. Keep eye on steep fill slopes.

Great example of stabilized construction entrance and tire
wash. Drainage collected in adjacent basin.

Use of rip rap to stabilize outfall location from erosive
flows.

Don’t forget to manage dewatering activities in a way that
reduces muddy discharge (here it is sandy and not a problem).

Not a lot of trees can handle having half of their root
zone removed. Tree protection should be considered
during design phase and should be on construction plans.
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Figure 4b. Permeable pavers to be used for parking lots and drop off loops at beach.

June 11th Appraisers’ Forum
In the afternoon, a handful of appraisers and a bank representative met at the Department of
Licensing and & Consumer Affairs with IGLA, NOAA, and Horsley Witten to discuss mechanisms
for valuing green building design and construction features in the local residential housing
market. Elissa Runyon was the organizer of the event and had attended the first Green
Building workshop on St. John last year. This discussion was a direct result of an actual case in
Estate Nazareth where a gentleman built a LEED-certified house, but the appraisal came out
significantly lower in value than what was paid to build. The owner appealed but the local
appraiser board thought appraisal was correct.
To kick off the discussion, Sarah Haynes presented on IGLA’s residential green building
certification as a way to provide an overview of various building and design techniques. Notes
from the forum are provided in Table 4.
There is the recognition by local appraisers that “green” homes offer a lower operational cost
and should have an inherent value, however:
•

The local market/homebuyers aren’t quite there yet;

•

There is no standard procedure for valuing “green” features;

•

It’s not the multi-million dollar homes that care about saving $500/month on a WAPA bill,
it’s the regular homeowner who would account for “green” features in estimating
monthly expenses (i.e., energy savings may result in homebuyers being able to pay more
towards a monthly mortgage);

•

There are not enough comps in this particular price range to generate comparative values
or to distinguish between “green” values versus overall housing sales;

•

Lenders haven’t really asked for the distinction between “green” and “conventional;” and

•

Appraisers need to be educated on what to look for/ask for and to understand benefits of
going “green.”
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Table 4. Comment Summary
Topic
Comments
• There are approximately 30 appraisers licensed Territory-wide
Appraisal community • Appraisers are really eyes and ears for bank.
characteristics
• Appraisers don’t drive pricing.
• They have to do a 2-yr renewal to continue as appraisers.
• Comes down to what the client wants to pay because cost to build isn’t necessarily
same as appraised value.
• Sometimes for listing there is more info that can include solar and other “green”
aspects. Seeing more and more green but really only solar.
• Replacement cost vs. construction cost vs. market value. Appraisals don’t really have
to do with what people say so client can make claims about what something cost to
build, but this isn’t taken into account in appraisal, which is based on market value in
terms of what similar properties sold for.
The Market
nd
• St. John market is largely 2 home for vacationing
• St. Thomas and St. Croix market is mainly local people or people moving to VI who are
purchasing homes to live in full time.
• View is valuable, but it has to be a water view. Search multiple listing service (MLS)
for doing appraisals for view and location (location being #1 selling point followed by
the view). When someone is buying vacation villa on St. John, they probably don’t
care about how much they pay in energy costs. Even local folks who purchase homes
don’t think about issues like WAPA costs.
• Appraisers can highly recommend that there be an inspection by an engineer or other
professional and value will be contingent on inspection if they see a problem, such as
an issue with septic or other aspect of property. Inspections are not required in VI
rd
though many homeowners pay for a 3 party inspection.
• Now may be mandatory to not have septic in coastal zone but they are still putting
Water systems
them in. Self-contained systems include French drains, package plants. Package
plants often require energy source. Appraisers don’t look at sewage system at all and
banks don’t require any sort of certification that treatment systems are working.
• Don’t have extra category for rainwater collection but do put in comments and
consider it more valuable if property has good water management.
• Would add value for irrigation system and good water cistern.
• Would be difficult to value a subjective decision on the part of the homeowner to
change out an inefficient appliance or A/C system.
• Community-wise don’t have a lot of examples and things that are tried and true, not
Energy
enough people buying into alternate energy right now. Same issue with trash. Really
need to get together dollar amounts for public to show them the cost of building and
living green compared to standard building and living methods.
• Locally, idea of reuse hasn’t gathered as much momentum as it should. Talked about
whether reuse of older materials could affect appraisal.
Green materials
• For appraisal, if roof isn’t leaking or rusty, for example, age doesn’t matter or affect
appraisal. For membranes and other treatments on roof, see if maintained.
• To a limited extent, do value properties differently with mature trees vs. patchy grass.
Won’t change value dramatically for the most part.
Landscaping
• Would have to know what’s native vs. non-native in terms of water usage and
maintenance requirements to then try and incorporate some of this in valuation.
• They do have subjective values for landscaping.
• Consider incorporating cost to operate property.
• Can there be a metric or metrics in appraisal like life cycle, energy savings?
Methods for Costing
• How do we get people to think about operation costs not just sticker price? Maybe
people can’t spend as much on mortgage because of size of WAPA bill. Can we start
to think about energy issue here?
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Topic
•

•

•
•
•
Education

•

Comments
Elissa had a case with a solar array in St. John. Asked person cost to install, WAPA bill
before installation and WAPA bill after. Took differential for 5-yr period, thinking that
after 5 yrs there would be new technology and she wanted things to be comparable.
Capitalized over 5 yrs as an income stream in appraisal value.
Donna has a recent case where people bought a house, said they invested $90,000 in
solar panels and now they are selling property with their asking price incorporating
solar. She was glad she didn’t need to justify the incorporation of solar in the asking
price because the market had gone up so that accounted for a higher asking price.
Hard to measure value of green construction because not a lot of sales data right now.
Bank prefers market-sales approach vs. cost-replacement approach. Need to get
statistics from IGLA on homes that are green certified and green certified villas?
Need to have conversation with insurance companies as well so they don’t keep
raising rates and understand that things like proper roof construction and design
shouldn’t be penalized because it’s a wood roof, for example.
Feel realtors have more direct affect to fine tune value and we need to be educating
people at the point when they are buying land or a residence or renovating or building
an addition to generate income so should reach out to brokers, sales people and
architects. Elissa thinks everyone needs to be educated.

The group determined that we are in the early stages of tackling this issue and a first step will
be educating local appraisers and realtors regarding green buildings. The National Association
of Appraisers is working on calculations for things like solar and the changes to national
standards for appraisals are implemented every 2 yrs by adding or subtracting standards.
IGLA could be a good reference for them and the appraisers should combine the incentive
awards for participation in the forum to get consultation time from IGLA experts. IGLA could
work with appraisers to develop an inventory of “green” buildings in USVI that can be used for
training appraisers and realtors on green design and construction considerations. Elissa and
others agreed to continue this effort by setting up a draft checklist with materials, costs, and
other things for giving points to green materials. They want to develop some standards with
colleagues to work on a checklist of what to look for when doing inspections even if it doesn’t
add dollar values right now.

Participation Incentives
Seminar and forum participants were given a certificate from IGLA to claim one of four
incentive awards ranging from a value of $100-$250. Table 4 summarizes the numbers of
incentives claimed to date.
Table 5. Summary of Incentives requested at STT trainings
Incentive
1-yr professional IGBA membership
2-yr green leaf/ family IGBA membership
Residential Tropical Green Certification Voucher
2 hours of consultation services

Value
$250
$100
$250
$250

# Requested
to date
5
3
0
4
12

Total Incentive
Value
$1,250
$300
$0
$1000
$2,550
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Next Steps
Comments and recommendations made during these workshops and in the evaluation forms
will be used to inform recommendations for NOAA turning over Our Islands Our Future training
materials to DPNR for continuation of the program.
This was the final set of workshops to be provided under the NOAA program. The next steps to
wrap up include:
•

HW to post materials from this workshop on program registration website and send
announcement to participants that materials and workshop summary are available.

•

IGLA to process incentive award requests and to follow up with participants who asked
for membership or consultation assistance.

•

Elissa Runyon and other appraisers to continue to educate peers and begin to draft a
set of standards internally to evaluate the value of green practices and construction
materials.

•

HW to meet with NOAA, DPNR, and IGLA to generate recommendations for
transitioning green building education and training to DPNR.
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Attachment A:
Agendas
Handouts

Green Building Training, St. Thomas
June 10-11, 2014

Agenda

Tuesday, June 10, 2014
Sugar Bay Resort
8:00

Registration—coffee/tea/light breakfast

8:30-9:00

Welcome and Introductions—JP Oriol, Director CZM

9:00-9:45

Overview of Green Building in the USVI—Doug White, Architect and IGLA

Break
10:00- 10:45

Set tone for day’s discussions by describing the importance of “green” building to the USVI
Turn over to Anne and/or Marlon for discussion of day’s agenda and for icebreaker.
What is “green building” from passive design, energy, water, landscaping, and construction perspective?
Describe IGLA’s residential and villa green certification program. What are some local resources are
available for designers, builders, and agencies?

Nuts and Bolts: The Cost of Green Building—Tracy Roberts and Mike de Haas, Springline
Architects. Does going green have to cost more than conventional design? Springline will show the cost
of their LEED-Platinum office building and discuss key decisions made during the design and construction
process.

10:45-11:30

Green Landscaping Draws from Nature – Dr. Gary Ray, Restoration Ecologist

Lunch

On Your Own

1:00-2:00

Energy Efficient Buildings: Building Envelopes and Alternative Energy System Installations —
Theresa Sanders (VI Energy Office) and Leonard Farrante (DPNR-Building Permits) Theresa will

Natural communities are the highest ideal for landscaping. We maximize preservation and use native
plants to rebuild natural landscapes and to feature charismatic specimens in the garden. Dr. Ray will
highlight natural communities, ornamental native plant selection, and discuss ways to protect the sea
from the subdivision, and the site from its new “footprint.”

review existing building stock, identify problem areas, and discuss options for improving energy efficiency
by reducing solar heat gain, installing insulation and improving occupant comfort. Mr. Farrante will
explore common issues to avoid when installing PV and other alternative energy systems.

2:00-3:00

Green Construction—Ben Keularts (DPNR-Environmental Protection) and Dr. Nadine Noorhasan
(VIWMA) Discuss best practices to apply during critical phases of construction (e.g. clear/grading, ESC,
final stabilization, and conversion to permanent stormwater management). Discuss techniques for waste
minimization, material reuse, and proper disposal.

3:00-4:15

Leading by Example: Public Sector Opportunities to go Green—Sean Krigger, Director SHPO.

4:15-4:30

Wrap Up

Group exercise to brainstorm opportunities to incorporate green building techniques in an actual
redevelopment project.

Wednesday, June 11, 2014
Green Building Field Trip (around Smith Bay/Redhook, St. Thomas East End areas).
8:30 AM

Meet at National Parks Pier Parking Lot, Vessup Bay/Nazareth. See Site Map

9:00 AM

Load safaris and depart

9:00-11:45

Site Tours (three sites)

12:00

Return to Parking Lot

Springline Architects-Tracy

Roberts and Mike de Haas
Tour LEED-Platinum office
building with designers and
owners. Discuss passive design
features, LEED program, PV
system, stormwater, lighting,
fun quirks and material reuse,
etc. Reiterate some of the
cost/decision making steps,
quality of work environment,
and why they went this route.

Lindquist Beach Tour

Magen’s Bay Authority
construction site to evaluate
erosion and sediment control
and “green” design features
(e.g., permeable pavers)
associated with planned visitor
amenity improvements.

Montessori School- Michael Bornn. Tour “green” features of school

National Parks Office Pier
Parking Lot.
Safaris leave at 9 AM!

including rainwater harvesting and one of the islands first solar energy
systems, which provides over 90% of school’s electric needs. This site
collects, reuses, and infiltrates stormwater runoff from the property
and surrounding neighborhood roads. Over the last three years, there
has been no observed runoff leaving the site. Discuss design and
construction lessons learned.

Green Building Appraiser
Forum: Valuation of “Green”
Properties
June 11, 2014
2:00-4:30 PM
Department of Licensing & Consumer Affairs
Prop. & Procurement Bldg.
8201 Sub Base, Suite 1
St. Thomas, VI 00802

Residences and commercial buildings in the USVI are
beginning to incorporate “green” design features to
improve overall energy efficiency and reduce electric bills
(e.g., photovoltaic systems, better insulation materials,
energy-efficient appliances, and proper building
orientation). Advanced wastewater, water reuse
technologies, and native landscaping are being used to
reduce the impact on the local environment and the
demand on local water resources. Reuse and recycling of
construction materials can play a role in reducing the
burden on local landfills. Go to www.iglavi.org for more
information on green building in the USVI.

AGENDA at a GLANCE
2:00-2:15 PM Introductions and Purpose of Meeting
–Anne Kitchell, Horsley Witten Group
2:15- 2:45 PM Overview of Residential Green Building
Techniques and Programs—Sarah
Haynes, Island Green Living Association.
Features of the Residential and Villa Green
Certification Programs

2:45-4:30 PM Assessing the Value of Green
Properties—Elissa Runyon, Appraiser.
Local case studies in property appraisals

3:30-4:30 PM Recommendations for Valuing Green
Designs in the USVI—Facilitated group

discussion. How can we capture value of
“green” properties (market vs. cost)? What
are the challenges nationally and locally for
making this happen? Develop a list of
action items/ recommendations for moving
forward.

How do we account for these features when evaluating
property values? Is there a way to incentivize “green”
building through the real estate marketplace.
Join us to discuss alternatives for recognizing the true value
of going green in the USVI. For more information, contact
Elissa Runyon at 340-693-7488.
.

[Type text]

To sign up for a full day technical training on
Green Building on June 10th or to tour local
green buildings the morning of June 11th, go to

www.horsleywitten.com/greenconstructiontraining/

To Applicant(s):
Revisions were made to Title 12 Virgin Islands Rules and Regulations in June of 2007 to
include Stormwater Permitting for Construction Projects under the Territorial Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (TPDES) Program. A TPDES Stormwater General Permit
(Permit No. VIGSA0000) was then developed and issued on December 1, 2007. The
permit was then renewed on December 1, 2012. All existing and new projects that match
the description in the General Permit need to apply for coverage under this permit. To
apply, the Notice of Intent (NOI) form shall be submitted, along with a Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) that meets the requirements set forth in the General
Permit. This SWPPP will need to be either developed or reviewed by a Professional
Engineer licensed in the VI, and then stamped by a Professional Engineer licensed in the
VI.
The following is a list of all documents needed to properly prepare and submit a complete
application for coverage under the General Permit VIGSA0000:
1. 2012 General Permit VIGSA0000 (VI CGP): Make sure to read the permit
fully, including all the appendices, and determine what will need to be submitted
in order to apply for coverage. It is of utmost importance that this permit is read
and understood by the applicant, as coverage under this permit requires the
Permittee to adhere to its requirements, and failure to do so may result in
enforceable action.
2. The appendices of the General Permit VIGSA0000 covers ESA Review
Procedures required to obtain coverage under VIGSA0000. In order to expedite
the application, instead of the applicant setting up an ESA inspection and then
submitting the application to be reviewed, DEP will share your application (sans
ESA Review Letter and criteria determination) with Fish & Wildlife so they can
perform the ESA inspection while the package is being reviewed. The site
inspection will optimally be scheduled so it can be performed by any interested
parties (DEP, F&W, Historical Offices) concurrently. After the inspection, F&W
will submit its ESA Review Letter and SHPO (Historical) will submit its
historical review to DEP to complete the submission package and allow DEP to
finish the review. After full review, either a deficiency letter will be sent, or a
letter stating it is complete and coverage will be issued.
3. NOI: The Notice of Intent (NOI) is the primary form to fill out, providing DPNRDEP with your (the applicant) intent to be covered under the TPDES General
Permit VIGSA0000. DPNR-DEP uses customized forms not yet available via the
website. An electronic version can be emailed upon request.
4. NOT: The Notice of Termination (NOT) is the form that must be submitted when
construction is completed and the permittee is ready to cancel coverage. Please
note that until this form is submitted, you are considered still under the permit and
must perform the required inspections and follow all permit requirements. DPNR-

DEP uses the customized forms not yet available via the website. An electronic
version can be emailed upon request.
5. SWPPP: A Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) must be submitted
along with the NOI form, and must meet all the requirements found in the permit
VIGSA0000. The SWPPP can be created from scratch, but an EPA template can
be provided that assists the applicant in addressing all the requirements found in
the permit VIGSA0000.
6. Hydrology Report & Associated Paperwork: A hydrology study must be
submitted with the SWPPP, showing all relevant calculations for pre- and postdevelopment, along with calculations for BMP design. Furthermore, relevant
maps, designs, schematics, and drawings must be included to show all relevant
information described in the hydrology report and SWPPP.
The following is a list of documents that can assist in the development of an
application package:
1. SWPPP Development Guidance Document: A SWPPP Development Guidance
Document developed by EPA and can provide assistance in developing a SWPPP.
It can be provided upon request or found at the EPA website here:
http://www.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/sw_swppp_guide.pdf
A SWPPP template (.doc file) that can be used to develop a SWPPP can be found
here: http://www.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/sw_cgp2012_swppptemplate.docx
2. VI Environmental Protection Handbook: The VI Environmental Protection
Handbook was developed by UVI’s Extension service and the USDA. It is a
useful resource for development of structural and non-structural Construction
BMPs, and can be received as a pdf upon request.
3. NRCS Virgin Islands Soils Survey: NRCS performed a survey of the USVI and
developed a guideline for determining soils and their properties throughout the
Territory. It can be used to determine soil properties on your property that may be
useful in calculating required values for your SWPPP and hydrology report. It can
be found online, along with full maps of the Territory, at:
http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/

Our Islands Our Future
USVI Green Building Training
In response to the growing recognition that
conventional development practices in the USVI
have led to natural resource impacts and water
quality impairments, NOAA, DPNR and the Island
Green Building Association (IGBA) have teamed
up to provide:


Guidance on practical siting, design, and
construction practices to improve energy
efficiency, conserve valuable soils and
vegetation, and reduce impacts of erosion
and stormwater runoff;



Technical materials directed towards
engineers, architects, builders, heavy
equipment operators, agencies, and
homeowners;



Hands-on training planned for St. John, St.
Thomas, and St. Croix; and



Free memberships and other incentive
packages from IGLA.

For more information on green building practices in the
USVI and upcoming training workshops, go to:
www.iglavi.org
Or Contact:
Lisamarie Carrubba, NOAA Fisheries
lisamarie.carrubba@noaa.gov (p) 787-851-3700
Anne Kitchell, Horsley Witten Group
akitchell@horsleywitten.com (p) 508-833-6600

How do I Use Available Training Materials?
NOAA and other local partners have prepared educational
materials that you can access to learn more about green
building design and construction techniques or use to
provide instruction to others. Specifically, these materials
include slideshows and videos that can be used in a
classroom setting, or viewed on your personal computer.
Supplemental field manuals are also provided that can be
used to guide hands-on learning activities.

Step 1. Verify that your computer software is compatible.
These materials are currently in .ppsx format and require
Microsoft Powerpoint 2007 or a more recent version. Free
universal file viewers are available for download on the
internet. Note that the slideshows contain embedded
videos. The videos are in Quicktime (.mov file extension)
and can be viewed with most media players.
Step 2.

Materials are divided by user category: designers,
implementers (contractors, heavy equipment operators),
agency personnel, and homeowners and others. Determine
which interests you and select the appropriate slideshow or
field manual from the DVD provided, or by going to IGBA’s
website (click on the Resources tab from the homepage and
select “training slideshows” from the drop down menu) at
http://www.igbavi.org.

Each slideshow is organized by Lessons and can be viewed
at your own pace.

Note that some of the information is the same in each set of
modules while some is more detailed based on the intended
audience.

Step 3.

If you are self-educating, each slideshow begins
with an introduction that explains the goals and learning
objectives of the material that will be presented. Go through
the slideshows at your own pace. Each slideshow is divided
into the following lessons:
Lesson 1: Guide to Green Design
Lesson 2: Guide to Site Assessment & BMP Selection
OR
Homeowners Guide to Choosing the Best Site
Lesson 3: Guide to Managing the Construction Process
Lesson 4: Guide to Green Landscaping

Step 4. If you are looking for someone to provide training,
contact IGBA or Jonathan Small at DPNR CZM 302-773-1082
Ext. 2229 or jonathan.small@dpnr.vi.gov.

Five videos are available starring local architects, native
plant specialists, and government employees.

Field manuals give instruction for hands-on activities that
can be used to reinforce classroom lessons.

Attachment B:
Evaluation Form Summaries
Sign-in Sheets

St. Thomas Green Building Training
Tuesday, June 10, 2014
EVALUATION FORM SUMMMARY
(n=20) note: evaluation forms not collected for June 11 activities
2. Rate your agreement with the following statements. Circle your response.

1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree, NA = does not apply.

1

2

I understand the basic principles of green
building.

4

5

3

6

12

4.4

7

13

4.7

1

5

14

4.7

5

7

5

I am likely to review the information on the
educational CD provided.
I would be interested in attending additional
seminars on green building.
I am likely to join IGLA or use some of their services or
other resources.

1

3. Did this workshop meet your expectations?  Yes

N/A

AVG.
SCORE

3

2

3.9

No

100% (N=18)

4. Which part of the workshop did you consider most beneficial?
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The presentation by Dr. Gary Ray was awesome! His talk was essential. Plants not only provide
beauty and oxygen, but stop NPS pollution and soil erosion. However, all the presenters were
good.
Erosion and sediment control
Thus far, the presentation by Dr. Gary Ray on native vegetation; I have some experience with the
rest
Doug’s presentation explaining IGLA certification checklist (2)
Dr. Gary Ray (2)
The cost of green building (2)
Tracy Roberts on cost of building green. It’s very cost-effective
Green landscaping draws from nature
Green landscaping presentation!!! Use our own native flora.
Each session had useful information
I learned a lot from every speaker. All were good—can’t pick one and all are important.
I learned from each one-great balance
All of it (3)
Lenny

5. Which part of the workshop did you consider least beneficial?
• Landscape is knowledgeable, but not much to do with energy; LEED numbers misleading

•
•
•
•

My expectations on building envelope alternatives were not met. The topic was
addressed as issues that are not energy efficient rather than the explanation of
alternative envelope design.
All was beneficial
Waste management
It was all great!

6. Overall rating of the entire workshop:
1 Poor

2

3 Good
5

4
4

5 Excellent
9

AVG. SCORE
4.2

7. What suggestion do you have to improve the use of green building practices on St.
Thomas?
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We need to have more training sessions for the general population—start with students.
Perhaps before people get a building permit they should be required to take a class on “smart”
green building. Workshops should be at different times to reach wider community.
Provide practical information: simple handouts for people to see what happens when you add
insulation, for example.
Continued advocacy of green building, SWPPP, proper regulation and inspection. More use of
pervious concrete and reuse of road runoff for irrigation, wetland wastewater treatment
systems.
What about transitioning “green” to “smart” building since no one wants to build “dumb,”
taking advantage of natural resources and making a difference in all the indigenous animals/sea
life so that tourism remains alive and well in the islands.
Green building certification to be a requirement in all new buildings being that many green
building techniques are already being used. More education on the initial costs and then payoff
on building green; more case studies than just the Springline office, such as residential examples.
Mandate it in building codes
More government participation
Incentives
More awareness of the benefits to the community—educate-LEGISLATE—we are a small island
with very precious resources.
Continue to have such workshops to educate the local people and government agencies
Recycle through networking
A central website
Perhaps some brochures for green building materials
More presentation on residential building/development
Schedule collaboration meetings to meet @ Springline lunch and learns once a month to support
all of our efforts going forward. Network.
Permits verification

Other Comments
• Differences in IGLA incentives were not explained.
• Thank you. This was excellent and I learned a lot from everyone here!
• Free lunch!
• Great job Anne Kitchell! Also thanks to Bevan Smith, NOAA, IGLA. Thank you thank you

USVI Green Building Seminar and Appraisers Forum
June 10-11, 2014 St. Thomas
Attendance List
Derrick Alleyne
VI Waste Management Authority
#941-946 Williams Delight
Frederiksted, VI 840
340-712-4962
derr_1964@yahoo.com
Yanick Bayard
Sea Chest Ace Hardware
3806 Crown Bay
St. Thomas, VI 802
340-774-0495
yanick@acehardwarevi.com
Patrick Bayard
yanick@acehardwarevi.com
Paul G Berry
PR Construction and Heavy
Equipment
6534 Mandahl
St. Thomas, VI 802
340-244-7191
Emilyritaburton@gmail.com
Don Buchanan
VI Energy Office
340-713-8436
don.buchanan@eo.vi.gov
Lisamarie Carrubba
NOAA Fisheries
P.O. Box 1310
Boqueron, PR 622
787-851-3700
lisamarie.carrubba@noaa.gov
Jim Casey
USEPA
340-714-2333
casey.jim@epa.gov
Nora Chapman
Karye Carney Realty, PC
P.O. Box 1235
St. Thomas, VI 804
340-344-7199
nchapmanvi@yahoo.com

Stephen A Cheslik
PO Box 306625
St. Thomas, VI 803
340-998-4529
mail@cheslik.com
Angela D. Coleman
In the Spirit of Sisterhood
340-714-7076
acoleman@sisterhoodagenda.com
Nevron DeCastro
We Grow Food
340-443-8254
Brian A Emerich
Emerich Associates Architects
6672 Estate Tabor Harmony
St Thomas, UI 802
340.775.7077
brian@emerich.com
Lenny Farrante
DPNR-BP
340-277-9973
leonard.farrante@dpnr.vi.gov
Alan Fleming
Virgin Islands Housing Finance
Authority
3202 Demarara Plaza S-200
St. Thomas, VI 802
340-777-4432
afleming@vihfa.gov
Anna Alcedo Francis
Wallace Properties
340-514-0973
wallaceproperties2005@gmail.com
Sarah E Haynes
EARTH Program Gifft Hill School
PO Box 1657
St. John, VI 831
(340)643-227
sarahhaynes@giffthillschool.org

Marlon Hibbert
NOAA CRCP
340-718-1238
marlon.hibbert@noaa.gov
Benjamin L Keularts
DPNR-DEP
45 Mars Hill
Fsted, VI 840
340-773-1082
benjamin.keularts@dpnr.vi.gov
Anne Kitchell
Horsley Witten
90 Route 6A
Sandwich, MA 2563
508-833-6600
akitchell@horsleywitten.com
Sean L Krigger
Department of Planning and Natural
Resources
Dronningens Gade 71 & 72
Charlotte Amalie, VI 802
340-776-8605
sean.krigger@dpnr.vi.gov
Ashley J Ladlie
IGLA
St. John, VI 830
340-244-0167
connect@ashleyjoyladlie.com
Dale E Morton
Cooperative Extension Service
2 John Brewers Bay
St. Thomas, VI 802
340-344-9959
dmorton@uvi.edu
Pedro R Nieves
Dept. of Planning and Natural
Resources- Coastal Zone Managment
2nd Floor terminal bldg,
C.E.K.Airport.
St. Thomas, VI 802
340-514-8313
pedro.nieves@dpnr.vi.gov

Nadine N Noorhasan
VI Waste Management Authority
#941-946 Williams Delight
Frederiksted, VI 851
340-712-4962
nnoorhasan@viwma.org

Tracy Roberts
Springline Architects, LLC
6346 Estate Smith Bay
St. Thomas, VI 802
340-777-2345
Tracy@SpringlineArchitects.com

Bevan R Smith Jr.
DPNR - Permits
#45 Mars Hill
Frederiksted, VI 840
340-774-3320
bevan.smith@dpnr.vi.gov

Christie O'Neil
Holiday Homes of St. John Inc.
PO Box 40, Cruz Bay
St. John, VI 831
340-998-7498
Christie@HolidayHomesVI.com

Vernill E Roberts, Jr.
Water Pollution Control
340-774-3320
vernill.roberts@dpnr.vi.gov

Ken Sylvester
St. Thomas, VI 802
340-244-0167
connect@ashleyjoyladlie.com

David Rosa
DPNR
DPNR St. John office
St. John, VI 830
340-642-4044
david.rosa@dpnr.vi.gov

Catherine Stephen
appraiser
340-514-4242
catnleo2@yahoo.com

Jean-Pierre Oriol
Department of Planning and Natural
Resources
2nd Floor terminal bldg,
C.E.K.Airport.
St. Thomas, VI 802
340-514-8313
jp.oriol@dpnr.vi.gov
Susan M Parten
Community Environmental Services,
Inc.
PO Box 18806
Austin, TX 78760
512-923-5033
smparten@ces-txvi.com
Cheryl Rae
Caribbean Green Technology Center
1324 alta vista ave
Austin, TX 78704
512-577-7808
cherylrae7@gmail.com
Gary Ray
Virgin Forest Restorations
340-514-0457
virginforestvi@gmail.com
Darin Richardson
Virgin Islands Housing Finance
Authority
3202 Demarara Plaza S-200
St. Thomas, VI 802
340-777-4432
drichardson@vihfa.gov
Delrease Roberts
Appraiser
340-513-3507
delrob31@gmail.com

Elissa Runyon
Appraiser
340.693.7488
bushwacker@viaccess.net

Jasper Templeton
Plant Depot, Inc.
P.O. Box 503087
St. Thomas, VI 805
340-998-8746
nchapmanvi@yahoo.com

Theresa A Sanders
Virgin Islands Energy Office
4605 Tutu Mall Suite 231
St. Thomas, VI 802
340-714-8436
Theresa.sanders@eo.vi.gov

VICKIE VASQUEZ-LIBURD
BANCO POPULAR/MORTGAGE DEPT.
ALTONA #193
ST THOMAS, VI 802
340 693-2837
MONA.WILLIAMS@POPULAR.COM

Donna Smith
Realtor/Appraiser
340-244-0905
dis00803@yahoo.com

Doug K White
IGLA Island Green Living Association
6814 Estate Nazareth
St. Thomas, VI 802
3407757843
dougkwhite@gmail.com

Phillip Smith
DPNR
340-774-3320
phillip.smith@dnpnr.vi.gov
Stuart T Smith
DPNR
8100 Lindberg Ste 61 Cyril King
Airport
St. Thomas, VI 802
340-774-3320
stuart.smith@dpnr.vi.gov
Raheem R Smith
Economic Development Authority
8000 Nisky Shopping Center
St. Thomas, VI 802
340-714-1700
rsmith@usvieda.org

MONA A WILLIAMS
BANCO POPULAR/MORTGAGE DEPT.
ALTONA #193
ST THOMAS, VI 802
340 693-2805
MONA.WILLIAMS@POPULAR.COM
Michael Woolington
8168 Crown Bay Marina
St. Thomas, VI 802
340-513-7895
allaround803@yahoo.com

